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Abstract: Cultivation in controlled environmental conditions can provide good quality medicinal
herbs with consistent properties. A sensing system that can determine the contents of medicinal
substances in plants using spectral characteristics of leaves would be a valuable tool. Viability of
such sensing approach for mint had to be confirmed experimentally, as no data correlating contents
of medicinal substances with spectral characteristics of leaves are available, to the best of authors’
knowledge. In the first stage, presented in this paper, the influence of lighting on mint (Mentha
rotundifolia) grown on a small hydroponic plantation was studied. Spectral characteristics of
leaves were recorded by a spectrophotometer and colorimetric analysis was used to investigate the
relationship between these characteristics and the spectrum of lighting. Dry mass yield was measured
to test its dependence on the lighting. Dependence of chromaticity of leaves on the spectrum of
light used in the cultivation was confirmed. Averaged spectra of leaves are distinguishable using
a spectrophotometer and—in most cases—by a human observer. A partial correlation is observed
between dry mass yield and the spectrum of lighting. Obtained results justify further research into
the correlation between lighting and the contents of biological substances in medicinal plants using
spectral characteristics of leaves.

Keywords: spectral measurements; colorimetric analysis; horticultural lighting; measurement system;
controlled environmental conditions; hydroponic cultivation

1. Introduction

The use of herb-derived compounds in medicine and preventive healthcare is com-
mon, while the scope of use of some substances is steadily increasing. One of the most
commonly used medicinal herbs is mint, due to its broad range of applications. It occurs in
several varieties, the most common of which is peppermint, or round-leaved mint (Mentha
rotundifolia). Mint leaves and herbs contain compounds with broad biological activity [1–3].
Menthol is the primary compound of the essential oil of peppermint (55%). Other com-
pounds of the peppermint oil are limonene, cineole, menthone, menthofuran, isomenthone,
menthyl acetate, isopulegol, pulegone and carvone [3].

The oil of mint has been used for medical purposes since antiquity, mostly to treat
headache, common cold and neuralgia [3–6]. It can also soothe skin irritations and gas-
trointestinal problems and has anti-spasmolytic effects. Moreover, the food processing
and flavoring industry has shown a growing interest in some compounds present in
mint, in their campaign to replace synthetic preservatives and flavors with substances of
plant-origin [3].

The herbal raw material for mint is herb, in particular leaves. As with other herbs,
they are harvested mainly from the natural environment. However, it may cause problems
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that are difficult to control. Firstly, the composition of the obtained oil depends on the
environmental conditions, e.g., sunlight, as well as on genetic and phenotypic variability
of the plant. Secondly, the drying process and dried plant storage conditions can have an
adverse impact on medicinal properties of the material [7]. This is particularly important in
the case of obtaining raw material only for a limited period of time during the year. Finally,
intensive harvesting of raw material causes the destruction of natural habitats [8].

All the aforementioned problems can be addressed by employing local cultivation
in controlled environmental conditions. Growing good quality medicinal plants in a
repeatable way requires proper conditions, in particular a suitable illumination. Use of
artificial lighting fits well in the need to ensure repeatable conditions for plant growing.

For the last few years, artificial lighting systems have been playing an increasingly
important role in plant cultivation [9–12], due to the remarkable progress of lighting tech-
nology. However, the behavior of plants, e.g., flowering [13] and rooting [14], as well as the
color of leaves [15,16], depend on the spectrum of light used in the cultivation process. The
contents of certain medicinal substances, such as THC in plants (i.e., cannabis) also depends
on that spectrum [17], making the selection of appropriate lighting an important issue in
the cultivation process. This selection is difficult to perform, especially for medicinal plants,
due to scarcity of data relating lighting to contents of the substances of interest.

At present, the content of medicinal substances in plants is most often determined
using chemical analysis. This method is destructive, labor-intensive and time-consuming,
requiring acquisition of plant matter, delivery to a laboratory, extensive sample preparation
and several analyses. A sensing system that could determine the contents of medicinal
substances in plants in situ and, preferably, in vivo would be a valuable tool. Acquisition
of spectra of leaves and analysis of their properties is one of the most promising sensing
methods for such a system. Viability of this method, however, has to be determined
experimentally, as the published data regarding variability of such spectra in mint are not
available, to the best of the authors’ knowledge.

Therefore, in order to perform such a determination, research using round-leaved
mint (Mentha rotundifolia) has been undertaken. The research process was divided into
two stages. The first stage covered investigation of spectral characteristics of leaves and
their variability induced by lighting. Successful completion of this work is a necessary
condition for initiating the second stage of research in the future. In the second stage, the
relationship between the spectral properties of leaves and chemical composition of mint oil
will be investigated. Miniaturization of the measurement system using innovative photonic
components, such as those described in [18,19], is going to be the other subject of research
at this stage.

In this paper, the variability of the spectral characteristics of mint grown under
different lighting conditions was examined. The leaves used in this study come from a
small hydroponic plantation of round-leaved mint species (Mentha rotundifolia) illuminated
by light of several different spectra, treated as the parameter of plant growth. The research
project covers measurements of spectral characteristics of leaves, as well as colorimetric
analysis. In addition, the results of mass yield measurement are provided as an indication
of the existence of a relationship between the spectra of lighting used in cultivation and the
contents of the plants.

2. Materials and Methods

Research on spectral properties of medicinal plant leaves grown in different light-
ing condition was performed, based on experimental cultivation. It was organized in a
darkened room (without the access to daylight), similar to a vertical farm. Due to the
fact that mint grows well in aquatic environments, it was carried out as a hydroponic
cultivation [20,21].

A dedicated measurement system was developed for the spectral measurements of
leaves. It consists of a high-end spectroradiometer, a translation stage with a leaf holder
and an illuminating lamp of broad and continuous spectrum. A high-efficiency lamp is
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required to provide a sufficient amount of light without overheating the surface of the
leaf. Thus, the developed lamp is based on a moderately driven halogen supported by a
set of power LEDs [22,23]. To properly mix light from several different LEDs, a dedicated
low-cost integration sphere, made of two metal hemispheres (one with an output hole),
was applied [24]. To ensure high diffusive reflectance of internal coating of the sphere, the
inner surface of the sphere was covered with a custom-formulated paint based on barium
sulphate and white latex paint [25,26]. The reflectance of the paint was high (over 90%)
and approximately constant over the whole spectrum range of interest. Additionally, to
improve the cooling of the leaf, there was an air gap between the illumination sphere and
the tested leaf.

The block diagram of the developed setup is presented in Figure 1a. A Konica Minolta
CS-2000 (Osaka, Japan) spectroradiometer was used to record measured spectra reflected
from or transmitted by the tested leaves. A view of a tested leaf through the instrument
viewfinder is shown in Figure 1b. In order to account for the spectral characteristics of
the light source used in the measurement, a reference spectrum, shown in Figure 1c, was
recorded with a diffuser plate used in place of the leaf.
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Figure 1. (a) Block diagram of the measurement setup. (b) View of the tested leaf through the instrument viewfinder;
small black dot represents the measurement field. (c) Spectrum of the developed illumination source, normalized to its
highest intensity.

The tissue of leaves is of much larger thickness compared to the wavelength of light
and can be considered a highly scattering material. For such materials, the reflected
and transmitted light mostly contains an internal diffusion component, dependent on
the absorption of the object. Thus, the measurements of reflectance, transmittance and
absorbance are equivalent (in terms of the shape of the spectrum). For convenience reasons,
the developed measurement system was set up to perform transmissive measurements of
the plant leaves.
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For convenient determination of amount of light emitted by applied illumination
sources, in terms relevant to plants’ growth, the portable spectrometer GL Optic Spectis
1.0 (Puszczykowo, Poland) Touch was used, providing PPF and PPFD (photosynthesis
photon flux, photosynthesis photon flux density) quantities commonly used by planters,
lamp designers and scientists [27,28]. This device can also measure the spectrum of the
light sources.

During the research project presented in this paper, dry mass yield at the end of
the cultivation was determined by/with a BTS 110 moisture analyzer. Based on halogen
radiators, this analyzer offers the resolution of 10 mg and a humidity determination
accuracy of about 1%.

3. Experimental

In accordance with the assumptions made, a test cultivation was prepared. In ac-
cordance with the adopted assumptions, a test cultivation was prepared. The species
of Mentha Rotundifolia was selected for cultivation. To provide a mechanical support for
roots in the hydroponic plantation, rockwool slabs were used. A total of six cultivation
stands were prepared, supplied with water and minerals from one common source using a
hydroponic system and a common ventilation system. Each stand housed seven plants
and was illuminated by light with a different spectrum. There were 42 mint plants in total.

The performed cultivation lasted 6 weeks in total: 2 weeks from sowing to seedling and
4 weeks from seedling to harvest. The day/night ratio was set to 2:1, i.e., 16 h of light (day)
and 8 h of darkness (night) [29]. During the cultivation period, the average environmental
parameters were as follows: temperature, 25◦ C [30], humidity, 50%, carbon dioxide content,
420 ppm. The water supply flow rate was set to about 60 L/h and measured water pH was
in the range of 6.3–6.6 [31]. The water nutrient content, measured in an external laboratory,
was sodium, 46 (mg/L), potassium, 4 (mg/L), calcium, 120 (mg/L), magnesium, 14 (mg/L),
and iron, 14 (ug/L). For the experiment, six lamps with different spectra were selected,
one for each of the available six individual cultivation stands. Four of the selected lamps
were commercially available, while the other two were (our) custom designs, based on the
literature data. Lamp selection was limited to those that allow the proper cultivation of
plants. These lamps use a mixed spectrum that is a combination of spectrum of white, blue,
red and far-red LEDs. As reported, the ratios of power carried by individual components
of the spectrum may affect selected properties of various plant species, such as weight
yield [32–34], leaf color change [15,16], carotenoid and chlorophyll content [35], vitamin C
content [36], grafting [37], or flowering [13,38]. Two major peaks at blue (450 nm) and red
(650 nm) wavelength correspond to the absorption characteristics of chlorophyll A and B [12].

Lamps 1, 3 and 6 were based on white, blue and red LEDs, with the power ratio of
red to blue light different for each lamp. Lamp 5 utilized only red and blue light, in the
recommended [34] ratio of 70:30. Finally, lamps 2 and 4 used white, blue, red and far-red
LEDs. The power delivered by far-red LEDs was higher in the latter lamp, as was the
blue/red ratio. The spectral characteristics of all the lamps used are shown in Figure 2.

The applied lamps were equipped with drivers that enabled the adjustment of the
light intensity. They were driven to ensure the same PPFD (photosynthesis photon flux
density) for all lamps, necessary for a comparative analysis. The lamps were mounted
at about 200 mm above the cultivation level and PPFD measurements were taken on the
cultivation level with the detector placed on the axis of symmetry of the lamps. They
were controlled so that the amount (photosynthesis photon flux density) of the radiation
useful for plants (PPFD) was the same for all lamps. The measured PPFD values for all
six lamps are presented in Table 1. As can be noticed, the PPFD values for the individual
lamps are very similar. The differences do not exceed 2%. Taking into account the potential
inaccuracy of the positioning of the PPFD meter, the error in setting the PPFD value was
estimated at 5%.
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Table 1. The measured PPFD values for the applied lamps.

Light Source Lamp 1 Lamp 2 Lamp 3 Lamp 4 Lamp 5 Lamp 6

PPFD
[µmol/m2/s] 165.5 166.7 167.6 167.1 167 167.1

4. Results and Discussion

Proper growth of mint was observed in all cultivation stands, irrespectively of the
illuminating lamp used, including the lamp with a bi-chromatic spectrum corresponding
to the chlorophyll absorption bands (lamp 5). At the end of the cultivation, shortly before
harvesting, the spectra of mint leaves grown under different lighting conditions were
measured. Measurements were made using the measurement system described in the
previous Section, with the spectroradiometer measuring angle set to 0.1◦ [15] and the
close-up lens attached. In this configuration the spectrum was acquired from an area of
about 0.15 mm in diameter.

As the results could vary depending on the point of measurement of the leaf tis-
sue, (e.g., in the leaf vascular system area or outside the leaf vascular system area), the
measurements were carried out at different points of the leaf and for various leaves. In
total, between 10 and 15 measurements of spectrum were performed on leaves from each
cultivation stand. The individual spectra were averaged and presented in Figure 3.

There are differences between the spectra in Figure 3, especially in terms of level, but
it is difficult to distinguish individual features of these spectra in terms of shape.

Investigation of these differences required a spectral analysis technique to be used to
provide observer-independent, objective results. After consideration, colorimetric analysis
(according to CIE standards) was selected [39]. In the first step of analysis, the points
corresponding to the determined chromaticity coordinates x, y for all measured leaves
were calculated from the acquired spectra and plotted on the CIE 1931 color diagram [26]
(Figure 4a). Despite its perceptual non-uniformity, the CIE 1931 color space is still quite
popular. The colors of the points correspond to the lamp under which a given plant
was grown. The region of the CIE 1931 color diagram relevant to our study is shown
in Figure 4a, with a complete CIE 1931 diagram presented in Figure 4b, with area from
Figure 4a marked by the red rectangle.

It is apparent from Figure 4a, that the data points corresponding to leaves grown
under the light of individual lamps form distinct clusters. The points within each cluster
show dispersion, the amount of which varies from cluster to cluster. There is also a partial
overlap among these clusters.
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The cluster in the lower middle area of the graph corresponds to lamp 5, the spectrum
of which is bi-chromatic, i.e., contains only red and blue colors. In turn, the cluster
corresponding to lamp 1 (the spectrum with the highest green content) is shifted up
(towards the green region in the CIE color space), while the cluster corresponding to lamp
4 (containing far-red LEDs) is shifted to the right and up (towards the yellow region in the
CIE color space). For the remaining lamps (lamp 2, lamp 3 and lamp 6) the color of the
leaves is similar and corresponding clusters are located near the center of the group of all
data points shown in Figure 4a.
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Before discussing the ability of a human observer to discern the colors corresponding
to the leaves used in this study, let us recall the boundary of the perception of the color
difference, often referred to as just noticeable difference—JND. In the CIE 1931 colorimetric
diagram, this boundary has an elliptical shape, often called the MacAdam ellipse [39], that
varies in size and orientation depending on the color, as shown in Figure 4b. The ellipses
in Figure 4b are enlarged by a factor of 10, to improve readability. A MacAdam ellipse, also
enlarged by a factor of 10, was also superimposed on Figure 4a. As can be seen, the colors
corresponding to the leaves grown under different lamps are in most cases discernible by a
human observer.

However, one of the best metrics for perceptual discrimination of colors is the CIE ∆E
parameter, defined for the most perceptual-uniform color space CIE 2000 L*a*b*. Thus, CIE
2000 chromaticity coordinates of all measured leaves were calculated and are presented on
the a* – b* chromaticity plane in Figure 4c. Following, these colorimetric coordinates were
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averaged within each set of leaves, yielding points shown in Figure 4d. Color differences
between the averaged colorimetric coordinates were determined according to CIE 2000 ∆E
metric and are presented in Table 2 [40].

Table 2. Calculated ∆E CIE2000 between colorimetric points for mint leaves grown under all lamps.

Light Sources Lamp 1 Lamp 2 Lamp 3 Lamp 4 Lamp 5 Lamp 6

Lamp 1 - 3.55 2.67 8.35 2.94 3.73
Lamp 2 3.55 - 1.03 6.76 8.12 1.88
Lamp 3 2.67 1.03 - 5.10 3.93 2.43
Lamp 4 8.35 6.76 5.10 - 15.37 3.20
Lamp 5 2.94 8.12 3.93 15.37 - 9.90
Lamp 6 3.73 1.88 2.43 3.20 9.90 -

Based on the results presented in Table 2, it can be concluded that most color differ-
ences are above the ∆E = 2.3 limit, allowing satisfactory discrimination to be performed
by a human observer. There are only two exceptions, where ∆E is below the 2.3 limit, and
they are for plants grown under lamp 2 and lamp 3 and under lamp 2 and lamp 6.

Moreover, averaged colorimetric coordinates corresponding to each set of leaves are
distinguishable when using a spectrophotometer of adequate accuracy.

The measurement of dry mass yield of mint plants used in this study and harvested at
the end of the cultivation was the second important component of the first research stage
(leaf spectrum measurements). All seven plants from each cultivation stand were used.
The averaged results are shown in Figure 5, for each lamp, respectively. Total measurement
error was estimated to be 1.5%, based on the accuracy of humidity determination (1%) and
weight measurement resolution (10 mg).
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Figure 5. Dry mass yield of the mint harvested. Average value of 7 mint plants was presented for each lighting conditions.

As can be seen, the highest mass yield was obtained for lamp 2 and lamp 6. These are
lamps with the spectrum content in the green range, but kept at a relatively low level. The
colorimetric points for the leaves grown under these lamps are located near the center of
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the group of all determined colorimetric coordinates. This might imply that the leaves that
have these particular color coordinates are those in which the mass yield is the highest.

Inconclusive results were obtained from the mass yield for lighting with lamp 3. The
colorimetric points for the leaves grown under it are close to the points corresponding to
leaves grown under lamps 2 and 6, but the mass yield was lower, only slightly higher than
that for the other three lamps, i.e., lamp 1, 4 and 5. Probably, flux density of lamp 3 in
the 480–600 nm range was too high in relation to flux at blue (450 nm) and red (650 nm)
wavelength ranges. This issue will be addressed during further research.

Based on the presented results, it can be concluded that the chromaticity of leaves
depends on the spectrum of light used in the cultivation. Similar dependence is observed for
dry mass yield, fulfilling the necessary condition for initiating the second stage of research.

In the second stage, that will be inspired by the results in this work, the relationship
between the spectral properties of leaves and chemical composition of mint oil will be
investigated, employing biochemical analysis techniques. The research project will be
focused on measuring contents of menthol, flavonoids and carotenoids, as well as chloro-
phyll a and b. The leaves will be processed and individual components of interest will
be extracted. Their quantity will be determined by chemical or spectroscopic methods.
Another focal area of research at this stage will be tailoring the measurement system to
the needs of application using innovative photonic components, such as those described
in [18,19], as well as solutions and integration techniques developed and tested in the area
of microsystems, lab-on-a-chip, for instance those discussed in [41,42]. Finally, alternative
spectral processing techniques, such as the support vector machine, will be considered, if
the need for extracting more information from the acquired spectra arises.

5. Conclusions

An examination of variability of spectral properties of mint leaves growing in different
lighting conditions was carried out. Based on the experiments, the colorimetric technique
turned out to be satisfactory for spectrum discrimination. Averaged spectra of leaves
from each cultivation stand are distinguishable when using a spectrophotometer and—in
most cases—by a human observer. Since the spectrum of lighting can affect the content of
medicinal substances and there are noticeable differences in the spectrum of leaves, it is
reasonable to carry out the next stage of research relating to the correlation between the
spectra of leaves and the content of medicinal substances.
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